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1. UNPACKING AND INSTALLATION 
 

         
     
         





 
 

IMPORTANT! After unpacking please allow at least two hours 
before operating the device in order for it to adapt to the room 
temperature. This time is needed to prevent any possible damage 
caused by the condensation which can form during transportation.  
Please note, that condensation can form every time the amplifier is 
moved from a cold to a warm place. 
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2. CONNECTION TO THE MAINS 
 
Unico CDDue

 
IMPORTANT! The voltage setting may not be changed by the user. 
Never connect the CD player to AC mains if the local voltage doesn’t 
match the value indicated on the rear panel!   
          

Unico CDDue
  
IMPORTANT!  Always replace fuses with new ones of the same type 
and value. 
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3. OPERATION 
 




FRONT PANEL  
 


 
 
 





 

 
 
 
 
REAR PANEL 
 


 
 
 









 
 

    

 



    





 
 
 
 


 
START-UP  

 
IMPORTANT!  Switch on the Unico CDDue only after all the 
connections have been checked. 
Unico CDDue
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VALVE WARM UP

 

          
 



LOADING A DISC 
 
          

               
      
 
   LOADING  
CDDue
STOP 
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IMPORTANT! Even though the Unico CDDue drawer mechanism  
closes by simply pushing it back, we highly recommend that you do not 
force it. If this is done regularly, it could cause a drive malfunction and 
damage to the mechanism.  
 
 
 
TRACK SELECTION  


PLAY          

        
         
        
        



NEXT TRACK           
 
        



SCAN FWD  

       


 




PREVIOUS TRACK         

 
 
        
 



SCAN REV  

       


 








   
             



PAUSE          

         
       
         

      
   


STOP           


       

STOP 
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TIME DISPLAY MODE 
 
Unico CDDue 

A) ELAPSED TIME ON CURRENT TRACK. 
 
B) ELAPSED TIME ON DISC. 
 
C) REMAINING TIME ON DISC.


     Time     



REPEAT MODE 
 
Unico CDDue
 
A)  REPEAT CURRENT TRACK:  

   R_TRK        



B)   REPEAT DISC:  
 

 R_ALL     
            


 
C)  SHUFFLE REPRODUCTION:   

  SHFLL          
         



D)  NORMAL REPRODUCTION:   


           




   Repeat   


 
 
 
 





 
 
 
DIRECT ACCESS TO THE TRACKS  
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ADVANCED FUNCTIONS : 
 


Button Function
 
  
 








  
  
   
   
   
  












Using the USB input

Unico CDDue 




              
         

             
          

          


Managing the USB input by the Unico CDDue display 

Unico CDDue


NO HOST


Using the Bluetooth connection 

Unico CDDue

Unico CDDue


Connecting a smart device to the Unico CDDue 
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Using the digital inputs 
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Digital outputs 
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4 .Using the Unico CDDue USB input with a 
Windows-based computer
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Installing Windows driver
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Uninstalling the Windows driver
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Configuring Windows to use the Unico CDDue as the predefined output 
peripheral
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Configuring a player in Windows: FooBar 2000
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NOTE: unlike many other FooBar DLL’s, which are contained in a zip 
file and therefore must be manually extracted and copied into the 
“Components” subfolder inside the FooBar main folder, the ASIO file 
which is downloaded from FooBar website is an auto-installing 
program which automatically installs the DLL in the correct folder, 
without any user action. You just need to double-click on the 
downloaded file.
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Configuring a player in Windows: JRiver Media Center
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5. Using the Unico CD Due USB input with an Apple 
computer 
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Configuring a player in Apple OSX: Audirvana
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6. Connecting to a Linux computer
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Configuring a player under Linux: Audacious
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7.         SAFETY AND MAINTENANCE  
PRECAUTIONS 

 
Never operate the player with either the bottom or top covers removed. 
  
Do not open the amplifier! 
          
           



Do not spill liquid into the amplifier!  

          



Before inserting the mains plug into the wall socket, ensure that the 
switch on the Unico CDDue is in the “OFF” position.  
 
If you do not intend to use the Unico CDDue for a long period of time 
we strongly recommend you unplug from the mains at the wall socket. 
 
Valve replacement should be carried out using only valves of the same 
type and matched in pairs.  
Unico CDDue


IMPORTANT!  
Before attempting a valve replacement make sure that the UnicoCDDue 
is switched off and allow sufficient time for the valves to cool. Remove 
the mains power cord from the amplifier. If in doubt, your Authorised 
Dealer or Service Centre will be able to assist with this operation. 
 
Cleaning the Unico CDDue
            





Never operate the Unico CDDue when covered!  Adequate ventilation is 
essential at all times! 
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8. TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

 
Digital Inputs 


1 x USB  






1 x S/PDIF  







1x AES/EBU  







1x Toslink™  






1 x Bluetooth™ Receiver 













Digital Output 


1xS/PDIF  



1x  AES/EBU  

 

 
1x Toslink™  



Transport
 



Display 
 


Digital to Analogue Stage 
 

DAC 







 
IV converter
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Output Audio Stage 

 Number of channels:


 Output stage:  


Valve complement  




Output audio connectors 




 Optional buffer: 
  




General Specification 

 Remote control
  

 Disc Formats 
  

Weights & Dimensions
 

Power consumption:  
 
Dimension  
 
Net weight:  




